Teen Log
Complete each badge by reading for 4 days and completing 1 of the
suggested activities. Complete 5 badges to finish the program: earn a
book to keep and entry into our grand prize drawing. Complete the 6th
badge for a bonus drawing entry.
Log your reading on http://deerfieldlibrary.beanstack.org or bring this
sheet to the Youth Services desk. Log weekly for entry into weekly
WATCH
Read for 4 days

ONE

TWO

THREE

FOUR



Watch a movie from a genre you usually don’t watch (romance, horror, comedy, etc)



Re-watch one of your favorite movies from when you were a kid



Attend an outdoor movie or check out the inflatable backyard screen from the Library



Watch a TV show or movie set in another country or language



Watch a movie or show through free services like Hoopla or Kanopy



Watch something with a family member or friend

WRITE
Read for 4 days

ONE

TWO

THREE

FOUR



Write an acrostic poem using the word ‘OUTDOORS’



Write a song or new lyrics to an existing song



Write a short story set in another time or place



Attend our Teen ‘Poetry Is Who I Am’ program on June 15th!



Write a letter or postcard to someone.



Write a journal entry about your summer plans or something you did this summer.

CREATE / MAKE

Read for 4 days

ONE

TWO

THREE

FOUR



Make art out of natural materials you find outside



Make a zine or comic about something you like / are passionate about



Take pictures of a favorite or new place you visit



Make a TikTok, Reel, or short video



Make a self-portrait or do a fun makeup tutorial on yourself



Draw a map or postcard of your fantasy vacation spot

LAST DAY to log
is SATURDAY,
JULY 30!

NAME_______________________________________
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EXPLORE
Read for 4 days

ONE

TWO

THREE

FOUR



Visit a Forest Preserve or Nature Trail



Go swimming in a lake, pond, ocean or pool



Take a walk around your neighborhood



Ride a bike, scooter, skate, or skateboard



Play sports of games outdoors



Read about an explorer or someone who goes on an adventure

TRY SOMETHING NEW
Read for 4 days

ONE

TWO



Make or try a meal from another culture



Create a travel plan for a trip to another country



Check out a museum or gallery



Attend one of our Teen programs this summer



Read outside or in an unusual place



Try a new reading format or genre

THREE

FOUR

LAST DAY to log
is SATURDAY,
JULY 30!

BE KIND

Read for 4 days

ONE

TWO

THREE



Do a random act of kindness for someone



Make a kindness rock – leave it in a park or around your neighborhood



Read a book to a younger sibling or friend



Make a chalk drawing for the neighborhood kids as a surprise



Leave a post-it-note with a kind message inside a book



Give a compliment to someone—a friend, parent, stranger, librarian, etc.

NAME_______________________________________

FOUR

